Chapter 20

Looking Ahead

other Earth, pursuing a Cosmic plan, is moving to wean

her maturing civilization from the use of coal and oil
for energy. Nuclear energy because of its unnaturalness, has
failed to fill the energy gap as was promised thirty years ago.
Therefore, in order to continue our forward progress, we must
develop a concept of Universal power which is of such magnitude
that the idea of absolute abundance and expanded opportunity
replaces all ideas of lack and restriction.
Our first objective is to develop energy without the use of
fuels. To attain this we need a science that is in tune with our
current mental quickening and knowledge explosion. The
adage, "I(now ye first the Kingdom of Heaven and all else will
be added," applies directly to such a science. As tomorrow's
science will be a two-density Cosmic Science, such thinking
and attitude will free us from falling victim to one-density,
soap-opera-type emotions so common in many fields of
endeavor. To understand Cosmic Science, it is advisable that
we re-evaluate and re-define two terms: reality and pure science,
which are commonly used to limit and restrict our thinking.
Since Life in this experience occupies physical bodies, we
tend to think of 'rreal" as being anything the senses can know
directly. When Life withdraws from the body, that body
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quickly begins to dissolve as do all biological forms unless they
are prlserved and protected. When Life and Consciousness
leavi the body they take with them the ability to know reality'
The transfer from one state to the other, shifts reality to be
ttrut of tt . Ottt.. Density, which is closer to lhfinity and has a
more free style of Life support. The term "reality," then, will
apply to any state of Life in which a Consciousness may become
involved or to which it gives attention'
The term "pure science," as commonly used, implies a
collective acceptance of the currently achieved level of science'
By past recoried history we know that as long as progress is
forward, tomorrow's pure science will always be ever deeper
into the unseen and unfelt by the senses' A flexible definition
of pure science, which is acceptable to two-density thinkers'
achieved
-urt u"""pt th. id€a that at any level of Life there is an
is an
there
Infinity,
science, and around the corner towards
pure
science' The
achievable science; and always, both are
purest of all sciences is Cosmic Science, which issues forth
irom Infinity, the greatest of all densities that express outward
to all lesser densities. The term "pure science," like "reality"'
designates the level of Life in which the awareness of the user
is involved.

Two-density thinking is natural, because we are basically a
duality: A positive body of eternal reality of being and a
negative, electromagnetic body of flesh, The negative saturates
and predominates the electric body and brain; thus it is easy to
desire self-interest. to emotionally reflect on physical activities,
and to mirror the exploits of so called greats, past and present,
whose negative emotions and frustrations we cannot know'
The positive self is ever present and speaks of reality which is a
Consciousness of Being and a reflection of Infinity' In the
strong, negative setting of planet Earth, this voice and its
idealiim has strong competition for audience' Any congealed,
inanimate form, as a basic part of its makeup, has an outer
energy field. Mankind, with two active and intermingled
density bodies, has two intermingled, outer energy fields: the
negative, electrical "aura" that has its apex below the feet,
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relates to the more materialistic, left side of the brain and to
the electrical density with its gravity energy; the positive, Other
Density-oriented field has its apex above the head and relates
to the right side of the brain and to the Other Density.
These contrasting energy fields are directly involved with a
built-in weight factor of our bodies. There are times when we
feel light on our feet while walking, running or dancing. There
are times when we can climb a hill or do athletics more easily.
Being light on our feet is partly a two-density happening. Our

crystaline, pulsing blood stream, coupled into Living Light,
instills Other Density Life quality into our electrical body. The
Other Density's stable field is remote, and is the basic cause of
our ever changing, electrical, emotional fields. We, in fact, are
a walking, talking wondo beyond description. If, by emotional
balance, the two-density combination of our negative vortex
surrounded by the aura reaches balance with our upward
spiraling, spiritual positive vortex, then lightness of this body
occurs within our local environment. If this balance between
the two influences should reach a state of equilibrium, in which
the vortices are of equal length, diameter and speed of rotation,
a state of levitation is possible at the zero (balance) point
between the two fields. This balance cannot be brought about by
will. It is a mental and emotional balance between physical wants
and unselfish compassion. Working close to this balance in
any held, scientific or otherwise, brings one close to attunement
with Infinite Mind where all is known.
To a degree, Influence over physical weight can be demonstrated by a group of people expressing united thought and
effort. The three photos (Fie. 27) show the results of an
unrehearsed effort, done without props other than a camera
to record the results. The heaviest of us at 240 pounds (108.9
kilograms) was easily lifted by the other four with only two
fingers of each hand under the chair or coffee table. These lifts
were done following a preparation consisting of holding our
hands in random layers in the positive vortex above the head
,of the man being lifted, while breathing a little deeper than
usual for about l0 to l5 seconds. This parlor trick, simply told

Fis.27, PARLOR TRICK
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by these photos, has been practiced by people in many
generations, and the effect on those who try it is one of
wonderment. Without the two-density theory, the happening is
a mystery; with it, the designed happening becomes a revelation'
A broad guideline is necessary so that fre do not become
influenced beyond reason by what our senses tell us' Although
our senses have a specific purpose, they only register a small
bandwidth of electromagnetic reality. To our senses things
appear to come forth from things seen. When we see our
consciousness as observing outward toward electromagnetic
experiences, we can readily see that a mental step backward
towards Infinity would allow us to see our body as coming
forth from the same stream of Life as do the effects which we
study. Consciousness is a stream of Knowing, and always the
lesser consciousness is observed by a higher consciousness' The
Ultimate observer is Infinity.
Along with things easily seen, there are constant happenings
that border the unseen. There were reports of sky quakes and
explosions long before we had aircraft that made sonic booms'
Wi only kid ourselves if we try to explain all such happenings
as effects of our present knowledge and doings. Throughout
recorded history there have also been reports of strange crafts
in our skies. lf we expand our inner knowing to mentally
visualize an exotic space craft in the Other Density, which is
devoid of electrical resistance, then we can readily visualize
sophisticated space craft, large or small, as being possible in
this density. In the Other Density, close to Iofinity, a massive
craft is made of strong force energy that readily responds to
trained minds. Such a craft, made without the use ofrivets and
bolts, is then caused to travel by a mode parallel to what we
will experience when we leave this electric, physical body
behind. We can then move directionally and in distance by a
desire to move, because the body-field responds to thought by
becoming unbalanced. An unbalanced body in a balanced
medium cduses motion in the direction that is desired. At first,
such a response to Mind may seem unnatural. This is not so to
' liberated, two-density thinkers. We practice the same action
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and reaction in the physical, i.e., when we desire any of our
appendages to move; we mentally desire the end result. If we
wish to pick up an object, we do it by desire to pick it up. The
internal fields and forces of our fantastig body respond to
desire with organized tensions, strains and relaxing. When the
desire is fulfilled, the action ceases, and the body goes into
stand-by, in readiness for the next move.
A sophisticated Other Density craft, being free of electrical
resistance, can travel great distances in a very short span of
time, If the trip is to supervise something in the Electromagnetic
Density and they wish to be seen, they can take on electromagnetic
filler and by resistance become either some form of light' or
with more electric filler, a craft that appears material to us.
There are untold levels of Life in the Other Density and many

levels

of sophistication built into crafts. Some of the lights

that we see as a phenomonon, do not require a craft to make
them. A high level Consciousness, manipulating a strong
energy body can travel and become visible in our density as
light or form. Anything that creates a resistance to Electromagnetic Light in motion, can manifest light.
Visitations from the Other Density into this side is as natural
as is our entering the Other Density upon, so called, death. A
strong force craft can enter the electric density; however,
absolutely no electromagnetic substance in form can penetrate
the Other Density. This is one reason why our physical ego of
experience may shy away from even admitting the possibility
of another Life experience. To our electrical ego, such a
condition seems inconceivable.
Electromagnetic spaceships can operate at any level of the
Electromagnetic Density, but a ship designed to operate in a
planet vortex cannot operate in free space between solar
systems or free space beyond them. Massive ships that travel
at the great velocities common to Electromagnetic Light, use
combined.solar system and planet functions for power and life
support. The basic power source of the craft is that of coupling
into primary electrical force to create a secondary function,
not that of copying the Sun principle, but rather the orbit
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motion of the electronlike planets that move about the Sun. A
planet with its gravity field containing its moons and their
unbalanced orbits, make a combined group of spheroids. The
core in each case is the apex ofthe ingoing forces which contain
the planet. This physical mass is driven in s'pin and in its orbit
about the Sun, by a combination of fields upon fields.
The solar system principle is that of a Sun force spiraling
outward and an interchange of forces within the system. It is
though first an ingoing vortex within which planets orbit and
spin in their vortices. The basic planet electron balance force
is similar to that encountered in our electricity, where a
magnetic field can create a flow of electrons in a wire. On a
spaceship, a rotating field concentrates energy flow inward
and then from the hull of the ship as emissions, to give energy
thrust propulsion in energy space.
Electrical space, besides driving streams of lines of force, is
a conglomerate of vortices, eddie currents, whirlpools and, as
found in biological membranes, neutral zones that allow free
flow through them. When a massive ship approaches a
condensed world in its vortex, it takes on substance common
to the vortex and, in a sense, reverses its drives to find balance
in the gravity vortex. This reverse factor in small craft, dubbed
flying saucers, is the cause of stoppage of electrical flow in our
generated electricity. The bottom field of the craft repels the
electron juice of Earth polarity and, in a sense, freezes it in
our circuits. When the craft leaves the area, our electrical
systems operate as usual and survive the interference without
apparent harm. Even a bolt of lightening could not easily gain
satisfaction or balance from Earth in this field, as it would be
able to do at a distance from it. Similar polarities repel, and
thus when we hear of this incident of electrical stoppage, we
may be assured that these craft demonstrate force common to
our electricty, which is positive and negative, also hot and
cold, and lighr and dark.
February 19, 1968, a group of young people came upon an
electrified - Space Craft on Vashon Island near Seattle,
Washington. When it took off, it left a 2-inch layer of ice on
.an adjacent pond. The temperature in the area was 50'F. The
ice had bubbles in it and was milky in appearance. This was
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verified by country sheriff officers who were called to inspect
the landing site. What is important to note here is that the cool
polarity of Earth was further cooled by the parallel liftoff field
of a certain type of natural electrical craf!'
The amount of energy in the form of sunlight that falls upon
Earth each day is small compared to the amount that is
delivered to Earth by Electromagnetic Light in the form of
positive and negative lines of force, and by secondary action
within these lines of force in the form of curved vortices
which make all Suns, also planets, all of which are negative
balance to Suns.
Life support is possible in any Solar System throughout
Living Space or on any properly designed space craft in either
the Electromagnetic Density or the Other Density' The life
style in each setting is necessarily different as each density
serves Life in a specific manner. In the Other Density of law
and order, life wants are simple,and need not be grown,
gathered or manipulated into shapes by tools, heat or various
other methods as we do here. Neither is there any need to
dispose of human wastes and electromagnetic contamination,
because there is none. What is not simple in the Other Density
is stern orderliness, In the electric density we suffer from want
if we do not conform; in the Other Density we suffer from lack
of freedom if we do not conform. These alternate settings of
Life are schools for self-knowing souls which are sophisticated
memory banks. Each setting of Life has special gifts for those
who use choice and self-knowing.
As choice is given to mankind by Infinite Creative Spirit as a
direct donation of a quality and privilege of the self, no one
has the right to take this personal privilege away from another
by any form of slavery, nor does anyone have the right to
dictate how fast, or how slow, another accumulates soul
qualities. When in this setting we are inclined to ask, "If there
are flying saucers and space craft, why don't they prove themselves to us in such a way that we have to believe?" The answer
is closely related to our privilege of choice' Entities who are
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capable of Space travel by natural means, have also learned to
respect and to apply Cosmic Laws. They will not interfere with

our choice, in spite of the fact that by so doing they might
help our physical situation. The opportunity to know is a
personal gift, and often the lesson learned through some
situation which seemed hopeless, is a treasure to our soul. If
entities from outer Space should forcefully interfere with our
civilization's right of choice and our natural development in
this school of Life, they would be as guilty of cheating as
would those in a public school system if they allowed the
students free access to the answers to problems which the
students were supposed to decipher in their own way.
The circumstances that make our rough school so effective
is that the many cultures, ideologies, trades and great variety
in all things common to Life, are so natural that we tend to
believe their pursuits, emotions and desires to be a product of
Mother Earth, rather than of Life that is experiencing Mother

Earth. In line with this, there is a personal and collective
hang-up in physical science that is currently holding back a
great breakthrough in energy and even prohibiting co-operation
from those who visit us in craft strange to us. This hang-up is
that a broad branch of physical science believes, and attempts

to prove, that the Electromagnetic Density is the only setting
of Life, and that the stong forces that te known to exist are
subservient to this electrical density. When they cannot
measure an unusual ability of a fellow man by electromagnetic
means, it is deduced that such must either be a hoax or some
undiscovered, electrical happening; the nature of which is not
yet known, This hang-up is in line with a confining thought
that the electrical density is the only density, and that Life in
it happens to its electrical material.
Self liberated mankind, in order to eventually experience
unlimited Space travel, needs first to accomplish two major
breakthroiighs, i,e., we must develop systems of energy without
the use of fuel, and also, systems of instant communication
'with far reaches of Space. Aside from the electrical energy,
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both in motion and congealed in mass, there is a medium of
nonelectrically charged energy. This medium, because it has no
resistance, offers instant communication over vast distances.
When you and I carry on a conversation in a normal manner,

we are two entities, based in the Other Density, causing
thoughts to become electrical vibrations (voice) in the Electromagentic Density, then deciphering those sounds to again
become thoughts. In the Other Density, thoughts can travel
direct from Mind to Mind without the necessity of transfer
through the electrical medium by voice. Our physical ego
cannot know such direct Mind to Mind communication because
that ego is electrical and must depend upon biological transducers
to convert a thought into a vibration which can be expressed
as a sound.
Most of us, either accidentally or by intent, have experienced
direct, nonelectric transfer ofthoughts in the medium of Mind.
We call it ESP (extra sensory perception). This is not accepted
as being natural by most accredited science teachings because
their common dedication is to prove that the electrical density
is the cause of the nonelectrical forces encountered in their
experiences, Nevertheless, regardless of what we believe, when
we lose this body through death, we revert to communicating
Mind to Mind. In the nonelectric state, attention of the entity
directs thoughts to others as we do here, but without transferring

th€m through the electric medium.
Instant communication with far reaches of Space can be
accomplished by copying our natural personal ability to transfer
a thought into an electrical vibration andlor an electrical
vibration into a thought. A thought is projective and therefore
outgoing and of positive polarity. The receptor then must be
negative and elleptical in shape. As the end of a nerve is a
receptor, it is a good example for designing sensitive receptors
that react directly to thoughts. In the August, 1960 Scientific
American, there is an article by Werner R. Loewenstein entitled
"Biological Transducers." On page 103 are illustrations of a
nerve end. On it is a transducer that triggers the nerve impulse
and an elliptical (negative) mass that encloses the transducer
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and serves as an antennae for it. If the desire for long distance
communication is from an electrical body, and the message is

from senses to senses, then transmitting a thought signal is
from negative to positive and back to negative, or from one
state of Life to another, parallel state, which may be entirely
different from Life as we know it. The medium for transmission
is that of two density Space with the carrier in the Other
Density for instant reaction.
Cleve Backster, Marcel Vogel and others have found that
living plants respond to emotions, and that a signal from a leaf
fitted with an electrode can be amplified electrically to register
that transfer of emotion on a meter. What is important in this
discovery is that there is a common medium in which thought
operates and that this medium is a carrier of messages. This
message medium is common to all life forms and the response
is registered in the electrical body.
December 25, 1978, San Francisco Chronicle carries a Nele
York Times article entitled "Physicists' Big Breakthough." This
article tells of detecting the neutrino factor of atomic forces
on the opposite side of a large hill from where a neutrino
beam is allowed to escape from the Illinois based Fermilab
particle accelerator. The article, by Malcolm Browne, is
quoted in part:
Scientists from Western Washington University say they have
carried out the first successful demonstration that neutrinosmysterious nuclear particles that have neither electric charge nor
mass-can be used to carry messages through the earth.
To do so, the scientists say, they used a "telescop€" of their own
design to "see" a beam of waste particles originating at the Fermi
National Laboratory, known as Fermilab, in Batavia, Ill., which

through hills.
The leader of the group, Dr. Peter Kotzer, believes that the technique will eventually permit global communication even with deeply
submerged submarines by neutrino beams passing through the seas

passed several miles

and the earth itself.
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but we belong to Space, and when we have thus qualified to
participate, we will be qualified to exchange ideas on uffestricted

in sophisticated craft.
Our breakthrough in science and our relief.from self-imposed
bondage depends on not trying to change others, but on
personally and collectively keeping pace with the fast cyclic
change that is upon us and is taking us into a more positive
setting. As we are being swept into this change with no means
to stop or slow the pace, our obligation is to accept it on
Cosmic terms. We who keep pace must do so by our own
choice. We are all virgin to the area of space into which we are
moving, but each of us has a tangible tool that we can use to
move harmoniously into it. This tool is mental flexibility, and
if we are flexible the shift will be relatively painless. We are
two-density beings well equipped to cope with change. It does,
however, call for control of Earthly emotions and emotional
ties. Past history is full of accounts of gradual change and its
strainsi but when the change comes quickly, the strain is
greater and calls for greater flexibility for those who wish to
participate in it with harmony and enthusiasm.
There is no need to limit ourselves. Mankind of Earth has
keen inner knowing and has often demonstrated that if an
achievable goal is seen, they can perform seeming miracles to
achieve it. The goal ahead is still invisible, but it is there and
we have much more ability to see into the unseen than we had
a few hundred years ago. The question now is: "Can we
visualize the unseen Cosmic Plan for us and perform in tune
with it?" If we so achieve we will go into Cosmic records as a
great civilization. We dare not think of inviting any alternative
when the opportunity for achievement is so great.
space travel

